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Summary:
In the database area, there has been some pressure to support richer
semantic models than the now classical relational model. The pressure has been to support the object-oriented model. However, the
larger market has not been willing to adopt a pure object-oriented
model, but some of the major producers of database management
systems have introduced systems which they call object-relational,
trying to combine relational and object oriented technologies. This
report embraces that approach, and takes the perspective that relations are a natural thing in modeling reality. Our notion of objectrelational modeling is borrowed from Rumbaugh. The report describes the fundamentals of the model, it reports on experiments in
implementing it in both an object-oriented language (Smalltalk), and
a modern object-relational database (Oracle 8). It gives a brief outline on some preliminary experiences from a concrete modeling case,
the rule-checker of the STADS system, and it points to some new
directions which must be investigated.
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1 I NTRODUCTION
In recent years object oriented techniques have moved from being primarily a programming paradigm to also include earlier phases of software development. The most
prominent notation used in object-oriented analysis and design today is UML. UML
introduces new abstraction mechanisms, which were not previously part of the object
oriented programming paradigm. Most noteworthy is the concept of association and
aggregation. An important claim to fame for object oriented techniques is that the
same abstraction mechanisms are used throughout analysis, design and implementation.
Hence, it seems strange that associations should be supported only during analysis and
design. This leads to a semantic gap between design and implementation. In 1987,
Rumbaugh published a paper [2], in which he argues that associations (in that paper
called relations, a naming we adopt in this report as well) are more important to modeling than specialization. He also demonstrates how relations can be supported directly
in programming languages and give proof of concept through the language DSM [3].
This report will try to verify Rumbaugh’s claims. This will be done at two levels. First,
we will carry out the experiment to incorporate object-relational modeling techniques
in the object oriented programming language Smalltalk. Smalltalk is chosen for two
reasons, it serves as a test to see how well relations can blend into a language, which is
considered to have a “pure” object oriented model, and it is relatively simple to accommodate new constructs through meta-class programming. Parallel to the Smalltalk
implementation, we will examine how well a modern object-relational system supports
Rumbaugh’s ideas. At the second level, we have tried the object-relational modeling
technique on a larger system, the STADS system developed by WM-data.

1.1 OUTLINE OF REPORT
The report is in three major parts. Sections 2, 3, and 4 deals directly with the model for
object-relational programming described by Rumbaugh. First, his model is described in
section 2, in section 3 we describe our experiences in creating support for the objectrelational paradigm in Smalltalk and Oracle 8, representing two very different approaches. Finally, in section 4 then we present and comment on our experiences on
using object-relational model on a large system. Section 5 represents the second part of
the report, and deals with further issues which are needed to consider as extension and
clarifications of the object-relational model. These issues arose from our experiences in
doing object-relational modeling in our case study. The last part of the report is the
appendices 7 and 8, which describe how to implement the object-relational model in
Smalltalk and Oracle 8. The choice of these two systems is primarily based on our own
interest, and they each have some appealing features. Smalltalk is quite flexible because
of meta-classes, and the system can be changed to assimilate the object-relational
model nicely. Oracle 8 claims to be “object-relational” from birth, and it is therefore
interesting to examine how well one can get to Rumbaugh’s model.
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2 T HE OBJECT - RELATIONAL MODEL OF R UMBAUGH
As described earlier, the main goal of this paper is to verify the results presented by
Rumbaugh. If this is possible, we believe that relations should play a much more
prominent role in object-oriented programming than it does today.

2.1 THE MODEL
The programming language DSM [2] includes relations as a semantic construct. In this
section, we will present the most important aspects of the model, and some of its
shortcomings as pointed out by Rumbaugh.
The fundamental idea is to introduce relations as a language construct at same level as
classes. Just as classes describe a set of objects, relations describe associations between objects. Between is the keyword here, a relation does not belong to either of the
classes it connects, but is something that ties different classes together.
In DSM a relation can be declared as:

   
!" $# $&%'( )*+-, !." $#   %/  !10 +2#43
This states that there is a relationship between objects of type Person and Company.
That the relationship is named Works_for, and that the objects of type Person plays the
role of employees in the relationship, while Companies play the role of employer.
To add concrete associations to the Works_for relation, the following syntax can be
used:

57698 :;<=68?>A@$BBCED FAF @G-HJI@K!L(MFAF N
57698 :;<=68?>A@$BBCPOQA8);RTSG-H95VUW<B@1RT@N
57698 :;<=68?>A@$BBCEX6Y.GG[Z4H95VUW<B@1R @4N
57698 :;<=68?>A@$BBCPO@$;(\1S8H]D&@FAL(68)^7_`GQ a-S8);1Q RZN
Two types of query are supported in DSM. One can ask if two objects are related
through the test operation on relations:

b7c9d efghcd?i j k$flj?mEn oAo pq-r]n&poAs(cd)t7u`qv w-kd)f1v jxy zl{[|E}zP~ [ {
79 ?  $l?E*[VW.(  l2E]P  ¡9.¢
To get the set of objects related to a given object the DSM model uses a bizarre syntax:

£7¤9¥ ¦§¨©¤¥?ª¬«A1®¯1°(¨]±²£V³W¨®´1µ ´4¶`·l¸[¹Eº·P»¼¾½2¿!ÀÁ·l¼P¹?¸2»&Â*Ã4Ä9Å&»»ÆÇ
È7É9Ê ËÌÍÎÉÊ?Ï¬ÐAÑ1ÒÓ1Ô(Í]ÕÖ¡×1Ø ÉÑ(Ó$È7ÙÊ)ÓÚ ÛlÜ[ÝEÞÛPßàâá[ã
A more readable syntax would be:

ä7å9æ çèéêåæ?ëAì.í(îPïð!ñò å$ó-í$í$è[ô äVõWéö÷1î ÷ø ùlú[ûEüùPýþâÿÁùlþPû?ú2ý  &ýý



  !#"%$&' ( *)+**,-." /#*01 2436587:9;3%<>=@?A

The model also supports cardinality constraints and a simplified kind of three-way relation called a qualified relation. The model is further discussed in [2,3].
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2.2 SUPPORT OR SIMULATION
An important question to consider is whether it is necessary to introduce a new language construct. This becomes an especially important question in the light that most
object oriented analysis and design notations have had support for associations, and
programming languages have not. Rumbaugh mentions six reasons why it is necessary
to let relations be a language construct in its own right: (Near verbatim citation from
sec. 3.3 in [2])
Information hiding. The language construct should not reveal its implementation.
There may be more than one possible implementation of a logical relation. A programmer should be able to choose the implementation using an option flag on the declaration, without changing the code that uses the declaration or even most of the declaration itself.
Initialization. A more technical issue is that the compiler can instantiate and initialize
relations implicitly at the beginning of program execution, just as object classes are instantiated and initialized.
Special syntax. In addition, the language construct should have a syntactic appearance
that makes it feasible and natural to use. The language can provide special syntax to
simplify operations on relations, just as special syntax is provided for method application.
Access methods. The compiler can provide syntactic sugar to access and update relations seen from the view of the participating objects. The compiler can automatically
generate methods on the participating object classes to access and update the relations.
Integrity. There must be built-in means for managing relations and objects when objects are destroyed. Object classes will have a list of relations they participate in, represented in a uniform way. This information can be used in writing generic methods to
destroy objects and clean up relations they participate in, to copy objects and objects
they are related to, and to pretty print objects along related objects.
Conceptual support. Finally, there is an important aspect of non-technical type. Most
importantly, treating relations as important built-in semantic constructs changes the
way programmers visualizes and formulate problems. Thinking in terms of objects and
generalizations hierarchies is in generally unfamiliar at first, but eventually changes the
way programmers thinks about a problem. We have found from experience that making relations a first-class semantic construct affects a programmer's way of thinking
about a problem from the design stage all the way through the coding. This new way
of thinking is particularly useful for formulating and partitioning designs.
We are quite compelled by these arguments, but we think that the idea of relations in
object-oriented programming needs further empirical grounding.

2.3 RELATED WORK
Apparently, there has been much work following up on Rumbaugh object-relational
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modeling and giving semantic support in programming languages. Rumbaugh himself
has since only considered the modeling part through OMT and later UML. Giving semantic support in programming languages have been given very little attention in the
research community as far as we can tell. However, we can point to two papers, which
addresses the issues. In [6] March and Rho describes an object-relational system,
which adds E-R semantics to object oriented modeling. Their system is very similar to
the Smalltalk system we have developed (see appendix 7). It is a direct implementation
of Rumbaugh’s model, with some extensions for querying and navigation. As is done in
our system, March and Rho uses meta-classes to implement access methods etc. One
difference is that we implement relations as classes whereas they realize them as objects. At the modeling level, we support attributes on relations, which they do not. On
the other hand, they have gone further by supporting queries for relations as well as for
classes.
As mentioned, the notion of association has had a strong influence on the analysis and
design notations, but has not had any impact on programming languages. This leaves
us with a serious question of why that is the case. Three possible answers present
themselves. (1) Supporting associations is a bad idea. (2) There is a gap in the design
of object oriented programming languages. (3) The notion of associations is not well
matched to object oriented modeling. Our standpoint has been that (2) is the case. In
[1] Velho and Carapuça argues that (3) is the case. They present three arguments to
support the claim. First, relations break down class encapsulation because relations are
external to the objects, but state something about the objects anyhow. Second, they
state that relations break down abstraction because relations become a kind of entity
without real world counterpart. Their argument is that relations introduce a semantic
gap between the real world and the created models. Lastly, they argue that relations
break extensibility because an inheritance mechanism will be needed for relations, and
relation inheritance will most likely differ from that of classes.
We find that all three claims can be refuted. Their last argument is likely to be correct,
but under other circumstances, such an argument will be put on the agenda for further
investigation, as indeed it is done in Rumbaugh’s original paper [2]. The first two arguments are really a fundamental issue on the nature of object orientedness. They take
for granted that the fundamental abstraction is objects and only objects. In the Scandinavian school of object oriented programming, there is a deeper foundation, which is
that the fundamental issue is modeling the real world using natural abstractions. If relations turn out to be natural to use, modeling should support this, and so should programming to avoid a semantic gap between model and program. We are convinced that
relationships are a natural abstraction. However, the ideas presented by Velho and
Carapuça are an interesting alternative to relations, and it would be an interesting exercise compare the two approaches on the same underlying model, (e.g. the model introduced in the next section).
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3 I MPLEMENTATION STRATEGIES
This section will examine two strategies for implementing an object-oriented model
with relations. First, we will address how to extend existing object-oriented languages
with relation support, as well as examine how relations can be mapped into standard
object oriented languages. Secondly, we will investigate implementation in the new
object-relational paradigm, exemplified by Oracle 8. These two discussions will loosely
follow the six issues raised by Rumbaugh in section 2.2.

3.1 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING
For the programmer there are two ways to come from an object-relational model to a
purely object oriented model. The easiest would be if the compiler were extended to
include relations as a semantic construct, letting the compiler take care of the translation. The harder way is to transform the relations into classes, objects and methods by
hand. This section examines both strategies.
Binary relations between objects can be seen as a set of pairs of object identifiers. The
relation can then be seen as a collection object, which has methods for adding and removing pairs. The collection must also provide methods for querying, allowing us to
find all the objects related to a given object. It is therefore straightforward to implement relations in an object-oriented language. However, this implementation does not
meet all the requirements put forward in section 2.2.
The simple solution offers some degree of information hiding, the relation as a collection object does not reveal its implementation, whether it stores the pairs in a set, or in
hash tables, or by some other means. In practice, one would properly provide several
implementations to support different categories of cardinality, a 1-1 relation can be implemented more efficiently than a many to many relation. However, the relation does
reveal itself as an object. Initialization of the relation can be done in the constructor of
the relation collection, initializing the relation only when needed. One can argue that
this is more appropriate than the compiler forcing it to happen at the beginning of the
program execution as proposed by Rumbaugh. This approach allows non-global relations, which is not possible in DSM. Regarding the issue of special syntax, the “relation
as collection object” obviously cannot provide specialized syntax, as this requires
changes to the compiler1. The issue of special access methods is a particular case of
specialized syntax. The issue of integrity is hard to address properly without compiler
support. The relations the object participates in must be updated when the object is
destroyed. There is no inherent problem in doing this, but without compiler support
there is no guarantee that it will be done.
The last, and perhaps most important, issue is conceptual support. Here it is very difficult to say what will happen if one stick to the simple collection object solution to relations. One can argue that there should always be specialized syntax to support important semantic constructs. The language SETL proposed specialized syntax for Sets,
APL had specialized syntax for matrix calculations. However, it has been the experi-

1

Alternatively, it can be done using Meta programming as discussed in section 7.
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ence of Smalltalk programmers that the standard collection classes, has a deep impact
on their programming style, even though no special syntax is provided. Similarly, operator overloading in C++ allows very elegant solution to matrix calculations without
the cost of specialized syntax. Whether or not the simple “relation as collection class”
solution is sufficient depends as much on the syntactic elegance of the programming
language in question – e.g. how well a the relation-collections can masquerade as
proper relations - as it does on general properties of object oriented programming.
However, we believe that the issues of special syntax, especially access methods, and
integrity does warrant compiler support. The question is then how much work need to
be done by the compiler to support relations. This will depend on the programming
language in question. In our experience with Smalltalk, there has been no need for special syntax beyond access methods, and we believe that to be the case in general. We
have not investigated to what extend relations can be implemented conveniently using
pre-compilers or if they need to be tied closely into the compiler proper.
Integrity is a much harder problem, since it involves the details of instantiation and destruction of objects. In a few cases, the relationship is constrained in such a way that
any objects of a specific type X must be related to another object of type Y. This
means that whenever a new X-object is created, it must be related to an Y-object. To
ensure this the constructor of X must be changed to address this. However, it is not
apparent how this can be done in general, and it seems unlikely to be a subject for
automation. When an object is destructed, it must be removed from its relations.
Again, this is a language specific issue. In languages without garbage collection, the
object must be removed from the relations in order to avoid dangling references. If the
language does support garbage collection, the programmer must be aware that the relations will prevent the object from being collected.
An alternative to both the “relation as collection object” and semantic support through
compiler support, is to follow current programming practice of programming of
transforming associations and aggregation structures based on UML specifications.
This practice is characterized by hand-coding the associations according to the specific
properties of the specified associations. To the experienced programmer, this is normally done using references and collections, and the process of establishing navigation
paths between objects is a natural and important program design issue. E.g. a programmer might realize that a specific one-to-many association between X and Y is
really only mono-directional, and therefore implements the association as a set in X
containing all the Ys it is associated with. Such transformations should be possible to
formalize into a pattern language and design patterns. For example, a 1-to-1 relation
can be implemented as a pair of mutual references in the participating objects under
most circumstances. The advantage of such transformation is that the programmer is
better at choosing the optimal solution for each specific situation, and that no special
support is needed. As earlier said, this is current practice, so no one is confused by a
paradigm shift.

3.2 OBJECT-RELATIONAL MODELING, ORACLE 8
In an object-relational database environment like Oracle 8, implementing an objectoriented model with relations involves defining the model using the data definition lanCOT/¤-04-V1.0
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guage from SQL and implementing the functionality of objects, i.e. methods, through
the PL/SQL language, which is Oracles procedural extension to SQL. The model can
then be accessed from the environment itself e.g. with Oracle SQL*Plus using SQL
and PL/SQL.
Using embedded SQL in languages like C/C++ or Cobol you can execute any SQL
statement including data definition statements from an application program. However,
here is no difference in implementing the model in SQL*Plus or using a pre-compiler
like Oracle Pro*C/C++. In both cases, SQL and PL/SQL will be used to define the
data model.
Alternatively, one could consider implementing Rumbaugh’s model in C++ using Oracle 8 as the persistent store. This has not been further investigated because we believe
it will lead to something close to the Smalltalk implementation. Therefore, in our Oracle 8 implementation we will stick with plain SQL and PL/SQL.
The Oracle 8 environment naturally supports relations but the implementation does not
meet the all the requirements from section 2.2. In a way, a lot of the discussion from
the previous section also applies to Oracle 8. The SQL language i.e. the data definition
statements could be extended to support the missing features and making the compiler
responsible of generating the needed code. Another possibility is to develop some kind
of pre-compiler that will transform the extended SQL statements to the statements that
is currently supported in SQL and PL/SQL. Finally, the programmer can hand-code it
from general patterns as discussed in the previous section.
In our implementation in chapter 8, the issue of information hiding is almost given in
advance, because we have to use database tables to implement many-to-many relationships. We would then hide these tables by defining proper access rights so they would
only be accessible to the public through the implemented package. An important point
is that we can choose to implement one-to-one and one-to-many relationships without
using a database table and still keep the package interface intact. It is therefore possible
to achieve information hiding.
We found no need for initialization of the relation. We do have the opportunity though
in the package. A package contains a section that functions like a constructor in object
oriented languages, and this section is executed when the package is first used.
The issue about special syntax is fulfilled in the sense that the relation is implemented
in a database table and a package. Therefore, we can use relations the same way as we
use classes and we believe that is as close as we can get to natural use in the programming paradigm. We have to provide the access methods ourselves but we could develop a pre-compiler that will automate the process. We do not believe that we need
changes to the syntax to address the issues of special syntax and access methods. In
our experiments, we found that we could not use the access methods in all contexts, so
we had to code it in a different way. Thus, we would desire better support of using the
methods in SQL-statements.
At present, we cannot solve the issue of integrity with built-in features for references
to objects. If a referenced object is destroyed, the reference will be dangling. Oracle,
COT/¤-04-V1.0
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however, does provide facilities to ensure referential integrity on foreign keys in the
relational database, namely by declaring constraints. As a relational database, Oracle 8
still supports foreign key constraints. Nevertheless, our problem is that we use the new
object references and they lack constraint facilities. We expect they will be implemented in a later release of the Oracle database. Meanwhile we may use database triggers for delete operations on the tables. The triggers could be generated automatically.
It is interesting to see how programming will change when we focus equally on classes
and relations. Today we usually try to eliminate the relation itself and implement its
function in the participating objects. One can argue that programming always will be
based on the object classes and that we will use their access methods to get to their
related objects. Perhaps that will often be the case because the relation doesn't have a
strong and natural position in the problem domain. This may change however if we
name the relations by the noun form of verbs instead of plain verbs. In Rumbaugh's example with the Works_for relation it may seem awkward to express Works_for.Add(...).
Instead we could name the relation Employment and the statement will then be Employment.Add(...) which is easier to cope with. We believe that kind of relation names
give a more natural way of thinking about a problem and if we have problems finding a
proper name then it is probably because the relation is weak in the problem domain.
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4 T HE STADS RULE CHECKER – A CASE STUDY
To test relations as a semantic construct, we have used them in a paper and pencil example, combined with a simple usage of the Smalltalk implementation described in
section 7. We are aware that this does not provide us with the same level of understanding as a major programming project would have provided. However, several interesting observations have been made.
The case deals with one aspect of a large generic administration system called
STADS2. The selected part deals with describing educations and the courses and exams that constitute these educations. It deals with describing the concrete career of
individual students, and most importantly, it deals with describing the rules that make
up the passing criteria and structural constraints of the educations themselves. The
analysis and design of the STADS system is further described [7].
To provide a framework for describing educations, a number of concepts have been
defined, ranging from government regulations and degrees, to courses and individual
exams. Each of these concepts can be described using rules. For an individual exam,
the rule might say something about the passing grade, for a course it might say something about the minimum grade average needed for its constituent grades. The rules
associated with a degree might state that a certain number of courses must be passed,
or that in general all exams must be passed with a certain minimum grade. The career
of a specific student contains the courses actually followed by the student. Most educations are structured to have required as well as voluntary courses, and the career of
each student therefore varies in structure as well as in grade results, even if they might
end up with the same degree.
Relations have played an important role in describing the STADS rule checker. They
have been used to describe the relation between the different descriptive elements (degrees etc.), the parallel relationship between the corresponding career elements, and to
associate career elements with their descriptions. Relations are also used to associate
descriptive elements to their rules, and to associate individual dispensations from the
rules with career elements for the student who has the dispensation. The following figure gives a fuller picture of the model.

2

STADS is a short for ’STudieADminstrationsSystem’ (Education Administration
System in Danish). The system concerns administration of students, student programs,
teaching, exam planning, and public scholarships. STADS has been developed since
1993. The first universities started to use the system in 1996. As the system gets more
developed, more universities are taking in into use. The system is implemented on a
Oracle 7 platform and works for UNIX as well as VMS
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In the diagram, there is a single association between Career element and Description
element. This association should be interpreted as a pair-wise association between specializations within the two hierarchies. As an example it is interpreted as associating
Career programs (the program followed by a specific student) to programs as offered
by the educational institution. The association is repeated between the Career program
element and the program element.
It is worth to notice that the career elements are not instances of the descriptive elements. The reason is that the descriptive elements are tangible objects in the domain of
the system. The users of the system are used to having such things as course descriptions in their problem domain. This is a prime example of the object-oriented analysis
pattern “item-description” described by Coad [4].
The hard problem however, is the design of the rule checker. The rule checker can
check if the career of a specific student follows the rules of the associated descriptions,
taking into account rules from general descriptions, and taking into account any relevant individual dispensations. The relationship between a career element and relevant
rules and dispensations are called the verification relation.

ic
Ver if

Career
Element

ation

0..* Dispensation
0..*

{or}

1
Ver if

ic atio

0..*
n

1
Assigned
Rule

0..*

1 Description
Element

This relation is to costly to maintain, and must be computed when needed, this is called
a derived relation, and it is an issue which will be further elaborated in section 5.3. So
far we have only seen a need to find the rules and dispensations for a given career element, not finding all the career elements cor a given rule. The computation of the verification relations is as follows. For a specific career element, the relevant rules are obtained by first finding the corresponding descriptive element, and then obtaining the
rules from there. Then we find the father of the descriptive element (e.g. an exam
might be part of a course, which might be part of a degree, which might be under government regulations), and the rules from the father is added to the effective set of rules.
If an assigned rule is encountered twice, only the most specific assigned rule counts.
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Finally, all rules with dispensations are removed, and the dispensations are added instead.

4.1 EXPERIENCES
Our experiences can be summarized as: Relations are well suited to describe simple
associations between objects, Relations are well suited to understand complex associations between objects, but it can be hard to formalize complex relations between objects.
We used the Smalltalk implementation of relations to implement all the associations
and aggregations used in the UML diagrams from the analysis model. It was a very
rewarding experience to see the direct translation and direct connection between code
and diagram. A practical matter arose though, which was one of naming. Each association on the UML diagram must be given a name to be implemented. To come up
with meaningful names for each association was very hard, and in the end we just settled for a simple systematic naming involving the first part of each participating class.
We believe, however, that the problem has a more profound explanation. Throughout
the work with the STADS system, we were lacking a proper object that captured the
structure of a program or career. Many of the relations in both career and description
are structural relations, and a compelling idea is to interpret these unnamable associations as making up a single relation (one for career and one for description), which exactly defines the structure.
However, this leaves us with a typing problem. E.g. a program element can be part of
both a program and a group (which is a modeling concept used to provide some reuse
of rules and descriptions).
The Smalltalk implementation compiles access methods into all participating classes.
This eliminates the need to refer to the relation by relation name, but allow us to move
from one object to the other by the role names specified as part of the relation definition.
When the details of the rule checker was defined, thinking in terms of relations proved
valuable. Rather than focussing on the implementation of the checking algorithm, it
lead us to consider its specification in terms of defining the verification relation between the career element on the one side, and assigned rules and dispensations on the
other side. The discovery of this relation proved to be pivotal to our understanding of
the inner working the rule checker. However, defining the exact semantics of the verification relation proved hard. The issue of derived relations is further discussed in section 5.3 below.
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5 I SSUES
In this section we will present some issues that has presented themselves in our experiments and some issues which we find interesting and think deserves further investigation. The section is unstructured, consisting of a set of independent issues.

5.1 SUPPORTING UML, UML SUPPORT
Introducing relations into object oriented programming can provide a seamless transition from design notation to implementation. This can be done because relations can
support the different kinds of associations that can be expressed in UML, the most
widespread design notation in use today. Associations in UML cover both aggregation
structures as well as more loose associations. We find that it is very interesting, and
not outside the scope of a modern compiler to provide different implementations depending on the kind of association and its annotations. On the other hand, we our experiments have revealed that relations are not quite the same as UML associations.
Relations, as discussed so far, are named, and have associated role names for the participating objects. Role names in particular seem to be the corner stone in the seamless
integration of relations into the object oriented paradigm. The role names become the
name of the access methods in the participating classes, allowing method invocation to
be the way to query a relation. It is therefore important to use the full UML notation to
state associations, specifying both the name of the association as well as its role names.

5.2 OBJECT ORIENTED PROGRAMMING WITHOUT REFERENCES
So far we have been discussing the issue of merging relations into the object-oriented
paradigm. A more radical approach is to let relations completely replace references in
object oriented programming. We believe this to have several advantages:
•

Higher abstraction level. References are one of the few semantic constructs, which
have not successfully been subject to abstraction, but is directly inherited from machine code.

•

Fewer errors. Using relations rather than references allow us to perform constraint
checks, the notion of sharing is simply described as an object being related to several object, and variables are only used to model attributes or static components.

•

The compiler can produce access methods and choose appropriate implementation
strategies depending on the type of relation. This will produce safer code than what
is normally produced by human translation, reference errors are well known and
can be hard to debug.

•

In present object-oriented programming languages, aggregation is only supported
through static references. In the object oriented analysis and design notions aggregation has evolved to become a richer notion, which have no direct support in programming languages. Relations might be an answer to this.

•

If the compiler can recognize the special case of a “one way, 1-1 association”, then
COT/¤-04-V1.0
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it can implement this as a reference, but then references become an implementation
technique used only by the compiler.
As a final comment, it might be that explicit relations can provide a solution to the
problem of schema evolution in object oriented languages. References carry little semantic information for the compiler to work with - relations carry a lot.

5.3 DERIVED RELATIONS
In the STADS rule checker the relationship between a career element and a set of assigned rules and dispensations (known as the verification relation) is too expensive to
maintain. Rather it must be computed on demand. This leaves us with two issues. How
can we define such a derived relationship, and how can we then effectively compute it
when it is needed? Our experience was that the very notion of introducing the verification relation was pivotal to our understanding of the algorithm, although we could
neither specify nor compute it directly. An obvious path to investigate is to examine
query languages for object-relational models, as the verification relation can then be
expressed as a derived relation specified by a query.

5.4 RELATIONAL OBJECTS OR EXTENDED TUPLES
In typical relational systems, relationships are values not objects. This means that two
objects can only be related to each other in the same relation once. If we incorporate
relations as a semantic construct, as proposed in this paper, we need to carefully consider this notion. In object-oriented programming objects are not values, but have
unique identity independently of the value of its attributes. It would be natural to adopt
this object-oriented view also for relations, making each association unique. This becomes especially interesting in the situation where associations can have attributes. An
example is the works-for relation, which naturally can be attributed with salary and job
title. If we use the value approach, a person cannot work for the same company in two
different ways, e.g. as both driver and night guard. However, at present we have not
researched the differences, but it might be that the object view is only necessary when
the relations are attributed, and then also only in certain cases. Rumbaugh chooses the
value approach, which is interesting, as his example is indeed the works-for relation.
This is also the implementation chosen in our Smalltalk implementation.

5.5 INHERITANCE
There are two different aspects to be considered when combining inheritance and relations. The semantics of relations and class inheritance must be resolved, as class inheritance is an integral aspect of object-oriented programming. However, it is interesting to examine the possibility of inheritance for relations as well.
Relations must be defined with such semantics that they work well with class inheritance. In typed object-oriented languages a subtype can normally replace its super type.
Defining a relation R between objects of types A and X therefore defines a relation
between each of their subtypes. If B is a specialization of A, and Y of X, then R can
relate A-objects to Y-objects, B-objects to Y-objects etc.
COT/¤-04-V1.0
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In the STADS system, we found a need for co-variant specialization of relations, as the
relation associating career elements to descriptive elements is specialized to say relate
career program elements to descriptive program elements. Translated into general
terms, using the A and X classes from above, we see a need to specialize R in such a
way that B objects relates to Y object only. The need arises with typed programming
languages; when navigating the R relation from a B object, it is most convenient that
the returned objects are of type Y, and not X. This prevents intensive type casting. We
did not find an immediate need for general techniques for specialization of relations. In
fact, the case arose from a example of “parallel inheritance”, where two class hierarchies match each other element by element, and the top classes were abstract. This
gives a situation where a general object is never related to a specific one. This implies
that the co-variant specialization of relations is only a typing issue, not a query issue.
Whenever a B-object is in the relation, it is always related to a Y-object. However,
further experience is needed to conclude if other types of relation specialization are
needed, and how widespread the need for co-variant specialization is.
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6 C ONCLUSION
The resent efforts of the database community to provide some support of objects has
been scorned by the object oriented community because of inappropriate support for
objects, classes, inheritance, polymorfic methods etc. Our investigation of the classic
paper by Rumbaugh has verified his claims that relations can complement the objectoriented paradigm well. We have verified that this can be done both at the modeling
level, and at the programming level, both through compilation techniques, and by
translation into both pure object oriented programming languages and into the objectrelational model underlying Oracle 8. Our conclusion is therefore that the objectrelational model should not be seen as a steppingstone on the way from relational to
object oriented models, but rather as the synthesis of two strong models. However, the
conclusion is not that the synthesis has been finished. A number of both practical and
theoretical issues remain to be solved - in both modeling and programming.
In the Smalltalk implementation of the STADS model we do not refer to the relations
directly, but navigate through roles. We can see two explanations for this: First, it
might be that we did not properly identify the meaningful relations in the domain. We
have used UML, and as discussed in section 5.1, UML normally do not raise associations to concepts, but let them remain unnamed associations. For instance, many of the
associations between descriptions represent a single relation, which we might call educational structure. Another explanation is that roles, not the relations themselves, are
the important thing to consider in object-relational modeling. At the practical level,
roles are perhaps the glue that makes relations become a natural ingredient in the object-oriented paradigm.
One can also ask if relations will always disappear in practice. At a practical level,
wrong naming of relations might render them unnatural to use. As an example from
section 3.2, the Works_for relation is renamed to Employment, which changes adding
of associations from Works_for.Add(...) to Employment.Add(...). However, we have no experience to conclude anything here. A more theoretical issue is whether relations with
attributes, e.g. a salary attribute on the employment relation, will also disappear into
roles, or if attributed relations will be more natural to use. Other practical issues also
present themselves, though they have not surfaces in the examples. For instance, is
“total_salary” a method in the company class or on the employment relation?
We have seen a need for derived relations as discussed in section 5.3. The open question is how to specify them. One obvious solution will be to use a query language. In
the case of the verification relation from the STADS system, the relation is inherently
recursive, which makes it hard to express in most query languages. On the other hand,
specifying the relation in the underlying programming language as we did is certainly
not the right solution. Rumbaugh also raised the issue of derived relations in his original paper.
Two other interesting issues arose during the STADS work: structural relations and
inheritance of relations. Inheritance and relations presented itself in the relation that
holds together career elements and description elements. While the relation can be
specified at the general, it is tedious to specify that a course description element is reCOT/¤-04-V1.0
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lated to a course career element, that an exam description element is related to an exam
career element, etc. The problem of structural relations presented itself in the form of
the two relations that holds together the career and description elements in a hierarchy.
An important part of the work presented in this report is contained in section 7 and 8
reporting on concrete implementation experiments of Rumbaughs model in Smalltalk
and Oracle 8. The experience from these two experiments is summarized in section 3,
and will not be restated here.
We have not been able to find much relevant literature on the subject of objectrelational modeling or programming. We find this both disturbing and encouraging. It
is disturbing because it might indicate that the idea was not useful after all, but encouraging because not much work has been carried out in the field, and hence it should be
easy to thread new ground.
Our plans for the spring 1998 are to carry out two parallel projects. At the experimental level, we will continue with the STADS experiment, designing and implementing
parts of the model in Oracle 8 and its associated languages, using the recommendations
and experiences presented in this report. At the theoretical level, we will study the idea
of eliminating references from object-oriented programming languages altogether. This
theoretical project will draw upon the practical problems from the STADS experiment,
and the STADS experiment is expected to draw upon the preliminary results from
theoretical project.
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7 S MALLTALK IMPLEMENTATION
We will design a simple relation concept for Smalltalk, based on the ideas of Rumbaugh. The main idea is to let relations be classes, with the set of associations living in
the meta-class, and the associations themselves being instances of the relation. If we do
this, we can quite naturally write expressions in the following way, inspired by some of
Rumbaugh’s examples:
defgh.ijef kml*hkonplqr#lfos*tvu#wqxuey#l*hjz.{y#|>s*tv}~.ql f1e | #~khjz

Here WorksFor is a relation class, which is send the message testMember:and:, with arguments “Jim Jones” and: “Acme Products”. This creates a new association object (instance of WorksFor), which is added to the set of associations maintained by the relation WorksFor. Other operations on relations can be implemented similarly as class
methods. Further, by letting relations be classes, each class can have its own methods,
which allow us do add specialized methods utilizing the role names of the relations to
improve readbility:
.j  *+**v#x#*j

The general idea is to define a class Relation, from which concrete relations inherit
their behavior. The implementation does rely strongly on meta-classes and the dynamic
properties of Smalltalk.
In section 7.1 and 7.2 we address how to create and access relations, and section 7.3
explains the internal representation and the usage of meta-classes in greater detail.

7.1 CREATING RELATIONS
In Rumbaugh examples relations are created in the following way:
4 ¢¡ £¤¥¦ §¡ £©¨ª«¬  ¡*®*ª+ª¯°.ª£1¥¡ ±+²ª«¬  ¡*®+ª£o¯³ ¡«¬#´±®¶µ

The following Smalltalk syntax would be similar, while staying within the syntactic
limitations of Smalltalk:
·¸¹ º.»%¼ ½ ¾¿¾.ºÀ¸*Á>Â>ÃÅÄ½ ÆÇÈ#É½ Æ
Æ1¸¹ º.»%¼¾#Ê>ÂÃpË¸ÀÌ ¹ ½*Í*¸+¸Î.¸Æ1È½ ¾+Ï
»½>ÂÃpË¸ÀÌ ¹ ½*Í*¸ÆÐ ½ ÀÌ#º¾Í Ï

A more general message that will create a new relation is of the following form:
ÑÒÓ Ô.Õ%Ö × Ø¿Ø.ÔÙÒ*Ú>Û>ÜÅÝ× Þßà#á× Þ
Þ1ÒÓ Ô.Õ%ÖØ#â>ÛÜpãÒÙä Ó ×*å*Ò+Òæ.ÒÞ1à× ØèçÔÞ1Ú ÖØ#ÔÓÖ Õ:å¶é
Õ×>ÛÜpãÒÙä Ó ×*å*ÒÞê × Ùä#ÔØåçÔÞ1Ú ÖØ.ÔÓÖ Õ:å¶é
ë Ö Õoì8í ÕÕ%ÞÖî ïÕÒ*à¶Û ð àÔÓ ÔÞQåèÕoÖ ÕÒÓ ð

Here we have added cardinality as part of the role specifications, and have added that
each association also has attributes salary and title. These attributes can be implemented as instance variables in the relation objects (associations).
In the underlying code, this creates WorksFor as a subclass of Relation. In this new
class, we also store the role names, types and cardinalities of the relation. This inforCOT/¤-04-V1.0
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mation is unique to each relation, and should therefore be stored in instance variables
of the meta-class Relation class3.

7.2 ACCESSING RELATIONS
We provide access to the relation at three different levels.
• There are the general access methods defined in the meta-class for Relation, which
implements the functionality of adding and removing associations, querying, and
selecting elements. As an example, the method index1: elem will return the set of objects related to elem with elem as index1.
• Next, we define customized access methods for the concrete relations, methods that
draw upon the general methods of Relation class. Continuing with the above example, a method employee: elem is added to the WorksFor relation.
• Finally, we create access methods in the role types themselves. This allows us to
find all the employers for a given person by sending the message employer to a person object.
In the following we will address adding and removal of associations, testing and querying at each of these three levels.
7.2.1 Adding associations
One necessary operation on relations is to be able to add new elements. The basic operation for adding a pair of elements is (exemplified by the WorksFor relation):
ñòóôõ.öjòó4÷ø#õùóQúû*üvý#÷þxýòø#ù*õjÿø>û*ü.þù  ó1ò  úõjÿ

What we do is that create (and return a new association), and add it to the relation. It
must be checked that elem1 and elem2 are of the appropriate types for this relation and
that we respect the cardinality constraints.
By utilizing the role names, we provide a special access method for adding, which have
the form:

  

  "
 ! # $%&'()*+(, , "! # $% . &'/01 2 3  4065-

The implementation is straight forward, and is done by compiling methods into the
subclass (of Relation, in this case WorksFor) when the class is created.
Finally we can use the methods compiled into the role types:

3

Instance-variables of meta-classes are a feature not often discussed in Smalltalk.
They differ from class variables in that class variables are shared by the class, all its
subclasses, and all their instances. Instance variables of meta-classes are only visible in
the meta-class itself, and each class will have its own, just like each instance variable is
unique to each object.
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789*:+8;<=>?= :"@ A ;B=C.D7*EF:1= G C3; H IFKJ>?

Here we have no syntactic indication that the WorksFor relation is used, only the role
names (roles) are used here. This means that for a given class, it cannot play the same
role in two different relations.
7.2.2 Removing associations
Just as we can add associations, there must be methods to remove them. This is done
using the method:
LMNOPQMNRN3S T1MU%SV S W S TYX1Z [\]V^SW S T`_

The role names are not used to create a special remove method in the WorksFor relation (though a remove_employee:from_employer: method could be added). However, a remove method is provided directly in the participating objects:
abc*d+befghikj3g d1el%gmg d"n o ep%g j.qarsd1g t j3eku vs6wxhyi

7.2.3 Membership testing
The basic operation for membership testing is:
z{|}~{| x~6. " |.*+{~ ]1  |3{  6~

This operation works by creating a new relation object relating elem1 and elem2, and
checking to see if this is already a member of the relation. This sort of testing is not
done as often as querying and no special methods have been added.
7.2.4 Querying
In a binary relation, it is natural to want to find the objects to which a given object is
related. We provide two types of querying, simple querying which returns the set of
objects related to a given object, and association query, which return the set of associations containing an given object in a given role.
Simple querying returns the set of objects a given object is related to. There are two
operations for doing this.
 ^¡¢^£  ¤Y¡

returns the set of role2 objects that has elem1 as first object. The
larly.

atIndex2:

works simi-

In our WorksFor example we would like to index the relation using the actual role
names rather than the generic index1 and index2. We thus prefer a more readable syntax like:
¥¦§¨©ª¦§« ¬" ® ¦¯%««°±²³*¬+²¦´«©µ

which returns the set of employers which, has Jim as employee.
As the final layer, we provide a method in Person, which can return the set of companies related to Jim through a WorksFor relationship:
COT/¤-04-V1.0
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Notice again that the Person cannot play the same role in two relations.
Association querying returns the set of associations that has a given object as its role.
ÃÅÄÆ Ç ÈÉ.Ê Ë ÌkÍÈ Î1Æ^ÏÑÐ3Æ Ç ÒÔÓKÕ×Ö ÉØÌÙ ÆÚ^Û Ü Æ Ç ÆÎYÛ

Returns the set of relation-object that has elem1 as first role -relObjAtIndex2: works
similarly. This type of query is used access the attributes of associations. In the
WorksFor example we can use this to access salary and title.
Currently no second level access is implemented, but one can obtain the associations
directly from the objects themselves.
ÝÞß*à+Þáâãäåã à"æ ç áèãéëêäìäìá íß îïðß á âä

return all associations which has Jim Jones as employee.
The associations have methods that return the objects it associate. These can be accessed using the declared role names. Thus ‘Jim Jones’ employerAssociations first employer
returns the first employer for Jim Jones’.
All querying methods return a set of related objects. This is useful in connection with
Smalltalk’s build-in enumeration methods, and gives some similarity to query languages.
ñòóô1õ ök÷3ø ù úó6ûxüyýõ ô"þ ÿ ø%õõ
üìõ ÿ õóKû õ ô"þ ÿ ø%õõ õ ô"þ ÿ ø%õõ

*þ ø ù õ ñ*òóô1õ ö ÷3ø ù úóKûüý*þ  ø ù õ

finds all the employees which has the same zip code as the company.
 !#"%$ '&)(+*, -#. !/0((1!2 3&42 !%5(
(16. 7&898:3(1(!# 2 3&;2 !%5<630(1(1! 2 3&;2 !%5=(136. 36>/@?BA6C0DD#DEGF
1!%.H. '&'8978:3((1!2 3 &;2 !%5I<,3(1(!2 3&42 !J5&;2 &4. E

first finds all the associations that associates an employee to Acme Products, which has
a salary above 35000 (remember that salary is a variable on the associations, not the
employees or employers). Then the titles from all these associations are collected. If
the employees were interesting rather than their title, the last line would have read:
K1L%MHM NK7OPQ7P:R0S1S1LK T RO;T L%UWV6RSS1LKT RO4T L%UXN6Y ZM L[0NN]\

7.3 IMPLEMENTATION
In this section we will examine how the relations have been implemented in Smalltalk.
Meta-classes play a major role, so we will briefly introduce them in the context of the
developed relation concept. Meta classes arise from the simple statement that every
thing is an object – hence classes should be objects as well. Hence, a class A is an object, and should therefore be an instance of a class. This class is called the meta-class of
A. This is again an object, hence there must be a meta-meta-class, which is an object,
hence, … For our purpose it is sufficient to consider the class and the meta-class.
In our relation implementation, Relation have instances, which we throughout this secCOT/¤-04-V1.0
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tion has called association objects. The Relation class is an object. This object is what
we refer to when we talk about the relation.
^__`
` e fg
hbg ij
hbg ij

a b^ cb` d
a c
k
l

m bd _ cn

o g i^ cb` d
g ig p g d c_

m bd _ cn

q g c^ ro g i^ cb` d
so g i^ cb` d a i^ _ _t

The above figure illustrates the object and class role of the class Relation. Classes are
indicated in gray boxes, and objects in white, with rounded corners. An association
object is an instance of (indicated by the label «inst») the Relation class, and each association object has two variables, field1 and field2. Relation is also an object, which is
an instance of Meta-Relation4. The relation object contains all the elements, that is all
the association objects that make up this relation.
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In Smalltalk, each class has a unique meta-class, so no two classes are instances of the
same meta-class. The inheritance hierarchy of the meta-classes follows that of the
classes. This is easy to handle, as the meta-class is created automatically when the class
is created. We use this property in our implementation when we create Relations. A
Relation like “Works_for” is created by making a subclass of Relation. Works_for association objects will have two fields, because Works_for is a subclass of Relation, and
the Works_for class-object will have its own elements, which are again the elements
that make up the Works_for relation.
By creating Works_for as a subclass of Relation (shown using the bold arrow), the
meta-class is created automatically. The effect is that association fields and elements
are inherited (indicated using italics). The method named:relating:to: creates a new subclass when send to the Relation object as seen ealier:
u6v,w xy;z {%|]|x,}v~{%1 +{%
v6w xy;zH| v6} w {v0vv,1{%|0
y{v6} w {v6%{%}  x6|+

There is several ways to represent relations, but the initial representation chosen is that
4

In Smalltalk terminology, this class is usually written “Relation class” rather then
Meta-Relation. However, we find it easier to consistently refer to it as the meta-class it
is.
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we use a Set of relation-objects.
7.3.1 Implementation of special access methods
The general technique used to implement the special access methods is the possibility
to add new methods to a class at run-time. When we have created the new relation
(e.g. Works_for), we can add new methods to it by calling the compile: aString classified:
aCategory method. The string must be a string representing a method in legal Smalltalk
syntax; a method will then be added to Works_for. The methods added are really just
access methods, which provides alternative names, e.g. employee rather than field1.
We have provided a division of labor, in that all actual work is done in methods in Relation and Meta-Relation. An alternative would have been to compile the actual methods into each relation class, but that seems to miss the point of reuse and sharing.
7.3.2 A few other loose ends
There are a number of methods, which should be defined for most Smalltalk objects,
and which have nothing to do with relations.
• It is practical to be able to print both relation-objects and entire relations. Relationobjects can be printed as: “<obj1, obj2>’’. This is quite simple because we will assume
that both obj1 and obj2 are able to print themselves. To print an entire relation, we
must take into considerations that it can be large, and should therefore not print all
elements. The relation is considered a set of associations, and could be printed as:
“RelationName: {<a1,b1> <a2,b2> ... }’’, where we after some n (currently 20), will just
print three dots and stop.
• In order to make the relations display right in the browser we need to redefine the
definition method. This is a technical detail, which has to do with the fact that class
definitions are not stored as text (as methods are), but are pretty printed on demand.
Thus, we need relations to pretty print right.
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8 O RACLE IMPLEMENTATION
We will examine how to implement the ideas of Rumbaugh in a relational database. We
use Oracle 8 with its new object oriented features to see how close we can come to
implement Rumbaugh’s model.

8.1 CREATING CLASSES
The classes in the model maps directly to a table in a relational database. This is well
known when we implement a data model in modern systems. In the new objectrelational databases like Oracle 8, we would though create tables using object types
instead of the traditional way of using simple datatypes for the table columns. By using
object types we also get the possibility of adding instance methods for the Person class.
The following statements creates the Person class
ö÷øù ú ø û%÷ü÷ø6ýþ ùö1øXú ÿ6ý ø  ø6÷1û ÿ6ý ø ù  û ø0ö'ú
 
ù ø0ù6÷ö ù6÷ 
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ù öø(øú û) ö1û$þ )*ø ù ))ø )* ø6÷ø ù
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8.2 CREATING RELATIONS
When we implement a traditional data model in Oracle, we usually transform the relations depending on cardinalities. If it is a many-to-many relation, it is transformed to a
table containing foreign keys as references to the tables representing the participating
entities. A one-to-one or one-to-many relation could be implemented the same way
though because of performance considerations they are usually implemented as foreign
keys in the participating tables themselves.
The same strategy is generally used when implementing an object model in a relational
database.
In this report, we have argued that relations are an important abstraction mechanism in
the implementation as well so we will implement the relations in the model as tables in
Oracle.
A table contains tuples of related values and it is well suited to implement a relation.
An interesting question is whether a relation has identity. At present, we haven’t researched this issue in detail but it affects how we should implement the relationships
i.e. whether we should use an object type or not. Seen from the programmers standpoint there isn’t much difference in how relations are accessed through SQLstatements but we assume it will give more possibilities in the procedural programming
if we use object types. It is then possible to add methods to the relation object type and
it is easier to refer to a relationship in the code. Another argument could be that we
want to implement the relations at the same level as the classes.
We will therefore use an object type for the relationships and implement the relations in
a manner similar to the implementation of classes.
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Rumbaugh creates the Works_for relation with the syntax
021'354'687!9,:<;>=?!@BA5CD=?FE!GHJIK = L G GNM2OG'?AP=Q R GHJIK = L G?SMT= HJI&UQLWV

In the Oracle implementation, this is equivalent to the statements
XYZ [&\!ZJ]Y8YZ^_ [ XPZ\`^&ZJa*]Y!bPcde]Yfd g2`^&ZJ[ ch] ij!Z X5\k
l'm

^_ ] ` Z Z(YZen&ZYcP]od g2`^&Zp

l'm

^_ ] ` ZY8YZerq] m

^&[o`&d g2`^&Zst

XYZ [&\!Z\!['i_ ZJa*]Y!bBc5de] YfdNu'Z_&] eFa*]Y!bPcdev]Yfd g2`'^Z't

8.3 ACCESSING RELATIONS
To access the relations we need functionality to add and remove associations and also
to query and select elements. The SQL language implementation in Oracle provides
access to the relation through the SELECT, INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements. One could stick with these statements, as they are indeed very flexible to use for
accessing a relation.
As another approach, we will present an implementation of access methods that is
close to the examples of Rumbaugh. In this implementation, we meet some of the
limitations of the current release of Oracle 8. Though Oracle 8 supports objects with
attributes and methods, the methods cannot use statements, which modifies the database tables such as the INSERT, UPDATE and DELETE statements. In general the
methods are not suited for class methods but are rather intended for instance methods.
We will instead follow a good practice using Oracle packages to encapsulate functionality for each relation. Packages provides some powerful object-oriented features as
described in [5]. For each relation we create a package with the same name as the relation itself. It will then look as if the package methods (procedures and functions) really
belong to the relation though it is only by naming convention it is achieved.
When using the package solution we should consider if we only want access to the relation through the package methods and in that case establish access rights to secure it.
8.3.1 Adding associations
Rumbaugh use a syntax for adding associations like in the example
w*x y!zB{5|}xy~ N'v8#  8,,&

If Allan and RAMBØLL are known objects at runtime, the equivalent INSERT statement in Oracle is
#&Pf#*!PvfN' #& ¢¡£*!Pvf ¤2¥'¦W¡§8#  ¨F§8©hª«,¬¬®¯°

To select the objects in the INSERT statement it would instead look like
±#²&³P´µf¶±#²¶·¸*·µ!¹P³º»v·µfºN¼'´½
³P´½ ´ ¾5¶µ´»¿À Á¯ÂFµ´»¿£¾®Á»µ·ÃÅÄ´'µ³P·²À ÂÆ·ÃJÀÇ'²ÉÈÊ¾
ËÍÌ ´µ´(À'ÎfÏNÇÃÐ´*ÑÓÒ Ô8½#½ Ç² ÒÇ²&Õ%¾ ÎfÏNÇÃÐ´*ÑÓÒ#¼Ô8Ö,×Ø,Ù&Ù®ÒÛÚ

We encapsulate the INSERT statement in an Add method by creating the Works_for
package like
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ÜÝÞ ß&à!ÞJáÝ8ÝÞâã ß ÜPÞ(â&ß Ü&äPß åÞJæ*áÝ!äPçèéváÝNß ç
âÝáÜPÞ êëÝÞìNêê'íì8îïðJâã á ñ Þ Þ(ÝÞéòÞ'ÝçPáîè ó2ñ'â&Þô
ì8îï'ðJâã áWñ ÞÝ8ÝÞérõáðJâß'îÉñ&è ó2ñâ&Þö÷
ø!øFù

àú&ÞÝNæ*áÝ!äPçèéváÝ8ðÐÞàSúáêç

Þî&êæ*áÝ!äBç5èéá Ý!÷
ÜÝÞ ß&à!ÞJáÝ8ÝÞâã ß ÜPÞ(â&ß Ü&äPß åÞ(û&áê ñJæ*áÝ!äPçèéáÝNß ç
âÝáÜPÞ êëÝÞìNêê'íì8îïðJâã á ñ Þ Þ(ÝÞéòÞ'ÝçPáîè ó2ñ'â&Þô
ì8îï'ðJâã áWñ ÞÝ8ÝÞérõáðJâß'îÉñ&è ó2ñâ&Þö
üç
û&Þ å ü î
ü îçBÞÝfà

ü îà!á%æ*áÝ!äPçèéáÝfèNýÞ'ã

þ ßã#ë&Þ ç¢í£æ*áÝ!äPçèéváÝfè ó2ñ'âÞWíì8îïðJâã á ñ Þ Þôÿì8îïðJâã á ñ ÞÝöö÷
Þî&êJìNêê ÷
ø!øFù

àú&ÞÝNÜPáêÞéá ÝNæ*áÝ!äPçèéváÝ8ðÐÞàSúáêç

Þî&êæ*áÝ!äBç5èéá Ý!÷

We could then use the following code to add the relationship that Allan works for
RAMBØLL.
   
        
!#"$#%%  '&()*+  
,-.
/  102 43567. 04    89 (:  /;=<?>  @*ACBD 8
( FEHG    GI
/  102 43JK67. 0L M!N"$#%% O (P&RQ104S(8*N<?>  )
 ATBD (8F
 EUG !#"$#%% G 
V LWXY9A *3    Z M!N"$#%% 65
 

8.3.2 Removing associations
To remove associations we use the DELETE statement
[\ ] \^L\)_F`aLb/c1def`SaCdDg*\ ]hih8j\ a \)hlkCm*n)oM] `p\\Fqsr!] ] t*ult u[hlkCm*n)oM] `p\ aqvgr!w#xy#zz{

or
|} ~ }L})FL/1fSCD*} ~
 }  })=C )~ }}C*8}FI!~ ~ * |;=C )~ } 9CD 8}F!##KI
?

depending on whether Allan and RAMBØLL are known objects at runtime.
The Remove method in the Works_for package is straightforward
 ¡¢L)£! ¤¥ ¡@¤¡¦¡§@¨£©ª)«F£L¦¬XM®f£D¡¬
¤ £©¯ @°* ±8£²³Y´!µ¶ ±)¤¥ £ª@ ®¸·  ¬/£µ+¹ª*¤º
´!µM¶*±)¤¥ £»ª ! ®'¼£±)¤¡*µ+ª¹ª ¤½
¾¬
¨§ ¾ µ
©M*¥ ¢L)«F£L¦¬X®Y£CD°* ¥¿i¿8À* )¿lÁC¶ ±)¤¥ £ªFÂs´!µ¶ ±)¤¥ £ª
¡ µ©;¿=ÁC¶ ±)¤¥ £ª ÂÃ´!µM¶*±)¤¥ £»ª LÄ
µ©F° *±8£»² Ä
ÅLÅRÆ ¢ÇÀ D£©l®f£SD«F£L¦¬X®Y£!±8¢ÈÀ£©¬
µ©;«F£L¦/¬1®f£SLÄ

The Remove method is called the same way as the Add method.
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8.3.3 Membership testing
To test for membership we use the SELECT statement. The result can be given as
Boolean, or we can handle a found or not found result, which is slightly simpler to
code.
The expression to test whether Allan works for Aalborg University
ÉFÊSËLÌXÍÎfÊSË9Ï ÐRÑÒXÓYÍDÔ8Ñ Ô)ÕÑ ËfÖY×!Ø Ø Ù ÚÛÜ×DÙ*Ø ÕÊË ÝFÞ!ÚMß àÑ Ë Òß ÓYá»â

can be written as a simple SELECT statement
ãä å äæ1çèlé9ê ëSìPíFëêLîãXïéYëêCïDð*ä åñ
ñ?òä ê ä)ñ=óCô ì)õå ëöääóC÷ø*ì8äFùúIû!å å ø*üý
ø üþ;ñ=óCô ì)õå ëöä*ê9óT÷Dø ì8äFùúIûDø å ÿëê  ü ä ê ã çföý 

The code then needs to check for a NOTFOUND exception.
We could consider to write a Test_member method in the Works_for_Type. Since the
method is a method for the relation (class method) in contrast to being a method for
the relationships (instance method) the correct place for the method is in the relations
package. We then implement the Test_member method as
 !#"%$&'!
$)(*+-, */.0!+&"'121&354*671% 8$:9!*;"8.<=
4*%671 >8$@?17*A"8.<BC-(*D% 7*
,!
!( C *E
F(11GH*%(1E
(!7.0!+5?0(I, !
! #KJG$L1M!#"%$&N"'O7P
PRQPTSN61 UV4*61 7*DPTSW671 >8:UX4*671% 8E

, *
F*/.0!#?0(E
$YQ/.0!#?0(, *A5Z(11G7E
, $.0!#?0(&[]\;^G_`Ia-Q*
!(% cbYUd.eO'_I67E
 !
!(% cbYUf\4gih6E
*j, $)E
 !2.0!#?0(E
-(*D!( -E
*T.0!+&"'121E
kk

^e-Q'l$&F'!#"$Y12mQ!

*Zn!+"$&FE

An example of testing whether Allan works for Aalborg University using the
Test_member method could be written as
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opqr stp
u

r r svDtpw:xptyzv;{8|<}~p
u

sr zttpw0z~sv;}{|<}7~p

p v
ynpr pq+tpw5~8 v;5z
ynpr pq+tpw5qi v;z

u
u

r r sv2w)tzxptynzvZ~TRptp~7N's2p] u

r r sv8

sr ztw)tzMzF~sv;}qGRptpq8N<s72p] u

 w@zFtny+{w&zt) |0py+&{<2p7p7t& u

r r sv8 u

s7r ztv% 8pty Y}>

sr zt0-pv

ozDyz2pm% v

pvo w)
pvo

8.3.4 Querying
The SQL language is very flexible for querying. After all SQL was designed to be a
query language and to query for relationship we can use the SELECT statement in
many different ways. It will be too overwhelming to show all the variations in this
context so we only show the simple querying here where we query the set of objects
which are related to a given object based on a given role.
To find the employees who works for RAMBØLL we use the SELECT statement
 8+C¡7¢£% ¤¥8l¦)§¤¢©¨¤§ªn+«¦&¤F§N«'¬7
R®§T¯N¡¢£ ¤¥7§)¯W°'±¢2²´³¬µ¶G·¸G¹¹;³ º

We will provide a getEmployees method, which encapsulates this query and can be
called like
»¼F½¾n¿+ÀÁ&¼½)Â Ã%ÄÅ-ÆÇÈÉ ¼Ê8ÄÄ¿;Ë-ÌÍÎGÏÐGÑÑiÒ

The method returns a set of objects i.e. Persons and we need to create a type to express it
ÓÔÕÖ×ÕØÔÔÕÙÚ ÖÓÕl×&ÛÙÕÜÕÔÝØÞ;ßáàÕ×ÖÝc×5ÖâÚ ÕØãeÔÕã:ÜÕÔÝØÞ;ß8ä<ÛÙÕå

We can then implement the method in the relation package
æçèéêèëççèìí éæèìéæîéïèðëñòóëçîô#õ%ö&ëç'éô



èçônëøAõèê

ö)÷øæ+ê-ù ëøTïèê-ú7ûì%í ëò8èèôiü5ýøúûìí ëò8èççèö0þëûìéø;òõÿ<ò7ìè çèê-÷çø
ùô

èçôëø;õ>èê


úûìí ëòèè8ô

øZðù øéçNòõ<ù ø;ê5èïèç
ðèïù ø

 èçônëFø;õèê)ü

úûìí ëòèè8ô

7èíèçèWú7ûìí ë>ò8èç

öYëçúûìDù øüônèí èæ+êúûìí ëòèçö)çëûMójëçînô+õö&ëçNõ



ýøúûìí ëòèç
í ë%ëì



!"#
# $
%
úûìí ëò8èèô;ü-ø&'
úûì(Núûìí ëòèè(
èøñjí ëëì
çèê-÷çøDúûìí ëòèè8ô)
èøñDïèê-ú7ûì%í ëò8èèô
*+*-, ê èç'æëñèlö&ëFç'óëçîô#õöYëçû2èê.ëñô
èøñZóëçînô+õö&ëFç+
ø

fø

úûìí ëò8èèô Nú ê5èøñ

To call the getEmployees method we use code like
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/0#1)2 3450
6(78 2 9#:&0#0#;=<?>@ACB'DE'F)FG045;H9I>KJLM0NO
@ACB'DE'FF450)PRQI9 78 3(>S:J&T: 8 0O
U0#VIWX>
;Y02 0#1ZN 450)P\[]1=^_WX>KN+9`@aACBbDE'F)FcPd459 7 QI9 78 3>K:1'ef04501#gihj3 7 0`klX@aACBbDE'F)F=lmO
6(78 2 9#:&0#0#;=<?>@ACB'DE'F)Fon kqp`9I4+rH;sJP 9I4gXV0)N 6(78 2 9M:&0#0#;=[?@ACB'DE'FFK^O
0>/IO

A similar method getEmployers would also be implemented.
Finally we will provide methods in the Person and Company object types which will
return the set of related objects through the Works_for relation. The methods will use
the previously implemented query methods. In the Company_Type we will implement
an Employee method which uses the getEmployees method.
t)u5v#wx+vyIuCu5vz{ w#tHvx|zv}IyI~zwK|)&|(z)vw&'yIZ\v#tZx
 w~v&wu5t)wu&a
+ y#xvujw)xxu+XKx+v#
~v~vuItZx yI~z{ y#|#v&vu5v)xu+)v(u5HyIKI#v)x]
+- xvuj}IyI~zwK|XZx\wtHv~v)x.ya'tYyIa{ `vw#v#vu5vw&'v({X{
zu5w#I~wu5v#sxu+ tZxju5v)vu5vtHv#=?(~z{ yM|&v#vI C I  &
?
t)u5v#wx+vyIuCu5vz{ w#tHvx|zvyM|}IyI~z)w(S|&|zvw#
~v~vuItZx yI~z{ y#|#v&vu5v)xu+)v(u5HyIKI#v)x  
u5v#){ x vu5Yy%K#v)x
u5v)5Yv{ u5v)-}IyI~zwK|#|(zv
v#IX
Hv{ v#tsx u5v)\+K_XKx\yu5v)5(Hv({ u5yI~¡}Iy%~zwK|'¢vu5v&w{Xv+Kc£qHv({ d
u5v#){ xb¤ £¥yIu+¦YZyIu§mv)x.~z{ y#|#v&v#Ku5v)5(Hv{ \
u5v)xu+u5v#){ x
v`~z{ y#|#v&v
?

Notice the pragma informs that the method will have no side effects on the database
tables.
We can call the access method in an example like
¨©#ª)« ¬5©
®(¯° « ±#²&©#©#³=´?µ¶·C¸'¹º'»)»¼©5³H±IµK½¾M©¿À
¶·C¸'¹º'»»'ÁI± ¯° ¬µK²)½&Â² ° ©(À
Ã©#ÄIÅXµ
³Y©« ©#ªZ¿RÆ#¬«XÇ©È+ªKÉ ÅXµK¿+±`¶a·C¸'¹º'»»Ê5± ¯ ÁI± ¯° (
¬ µS²ª'ËÌ)©(5©ª#ÍiÎj¬ ¯ ©`ÏÐX¶a·C¸'¹º'»»=ÐmÀ
®(¯° « ±#²&©#©#³=´?µ¶·C¸'¹º'»)»oÑ Ï¶·C¸'¹º'»»#Í ®¯° « ±#²&©#©ÈÉ?À
©µ¨IÀ

Notice however that the access method cannot be used in a SELECT statement like
ÒHÓÔ Ó&ÕZÖCÕ&×ÙØjÚÛÓMÜ%Õ&×ÙÝ(ÛÞÔ ßMà&Ó#Óáâäãå5ßIÛ¡æIßIÛÞ)Ú(çSàÕ)è

because the method returns a set of objects. We have to code this kind of code in a
different way, and we really would like some extra support for this in Oracle.
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